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Defining digital leadership 

What is Digital leadership? Digital leadership is the discipline of navigating an organization towards 

digital transformation in order to stay competitive and agile in a rapidly evolving digital and social 

media landscape. 

Digital transformation needs to be a part of your organizational culture. If it’s something that you’re 

trying to tag on, or if it’s something that you’re putting a 20-year-old intern in charge of, then it won’t 

be properly embedded or understood within your company.  

The role of a digital leader 

As a digital leader, you will: 

 Set the vision 

 Influence executives and stakeholders 

 Create sustainable digital programs 

 Hire A-players  

 Define processes for digital excellence 

 Track impact 

 Optimize and continually improve 

Characteristics of an effective digital leader 

An effective digital leader is someone who: 

 Leads 

 Inspires 

 Educates 

 Enables 

 Empowers 

 Fosters partnerships 

 Is accountable 

Case study: Burberry 

Burberry in 2006 was an organization that was markedly underperforming against its peer group. It 

brought in a visionary digital leader, Angela Ahrendts, to help recover the group and she did so 

through the use of digital transformation. In particular, she implemented the following changes:  

 Re-aligned Burberry to target the millennial audience. This enabled digital to play a much 

larger role. 

 Re-launched the brand in a digitally savvy way based on what consumers wanted.  

 Brought out the essence of the brand through digital and music. 

 Re-designed the online and offline journey to be seamless. The in-store experience was like 

walking into their website. 

 Set the pace and vision that digital was a way of life at Burberry. 
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Key pillars of a digital strategy 

The key pillars of an organization’s digital strategy include: 

 Current state of digital transformation adoption within the organization. 

 Vision of where the digital transformation should take the organization in the next 1-3 years. 

 Proposed strategic approach: goals and objectives; key priorities or needs; key requirements 

for effective strategic execution. 

 Reasons for the proposal, benefits, and the ‘why’. 

 A phased plan of enablement and scaling. 

 Required resources (budget, people, cultural changes, executive support). 

 Supporting infrastructure needed.  

 Projected outcomes and KPIs; proposed reporting structure. 

 Timelines. 

 Examples of similar program currently run in the industry and beyond. 

 Decisions that need to be made and next steps. 

Misconceptions 

There are several misconceptions around building and implementing a successful digital strategy 

that you should be aware of: 

 It’s easy to take the program off-the-ground. 

 Mandating radical changes will produce faster results. 

 Social and digital maturity of the organization don’t matter for success of the program. 

 One size fits all. 

 It creates immediate impact. 

 It will help you solve all of your current marketing challenges. 

Considerations when implementing a digital strategy 

There are some key considerations you should bear in in mind when implementing a digital strategy.   

Governance mitigates risks 

The first question that clients often ask is, what are the risks associated with implementing a digital 

strategy? They should be asking, what is the risk of not implementing one.  At the broader level, 

there’s the risk of missing out on an entire base of consumers who are getting their information from 

digital channels. Closer to home, there is the risk of employees not knowing how to manage their 

social media accounts. 

It is better to ensure that all legal regulations relating to both advertising in the industry and through 

digital media channels are considered during the development of a digital strategy, to avoid running 

into trouble after the launch which could affect the reputation of the business. 
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Training develop social capabilities 

Training is key to understanding what’s safe, what’s not safe, what’s good for the company, and 

what’s not good for the company. Training also enables and empowers people to make those 

decisions on their own.  

Processes make behaviors repeatable 

The implementation of processes to align with digital strategy is incredibly important, as it can ensure 

that different employees perform similar tasks in the same way. This allows for consistency and 

helps to maintain a coherent brand image. 

Measurement tracks results and best practice 

Measurement is essential in order to determine the effectiveness of a digital strategy. When you 

measure key metrics, you are able to continually improve and iterate on the elements that are 

working well, as well as taking steps to address the less successful elements.  

Defining digital transformation 

Digital transformation can be defined as the acceleration of business activities, processes, 

competencies and models to fully leverage the changes and opportunities of digital technologies 

and their impact in a strategic and prioritized way. 

Digital business transformations are driven by the following factors: 

Customer experience 

Consider the key customer touch points, and how they can be improved. For example, with a retail 

store, digital transformation could involve adding an online presence and allowing customers to 

source the same products online. 

Operational process 

Many operational processes can be digitized, making them quicker, easier, and more cost-effective. 

For example, in the healthcare industry, patient records are increasingly stored in electronic format, 

and so on. 

Business model 

Digital transformation encourages a culture of innovation, and the changing of existing business 

models. For example, in the media world, consumers are reading the news online rather than buying 

newspapers or watching it on TV, and the underlying business model has to change as a result. 

So for your own business, digital transformation means redesigning your processes and your 

business model, and figuring out how you can service your customers in the way that they want to 

be serviced.  
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Importance of digital transformation 

Digital transformation is required for your organization to remain competitive and compelling for your 

customers. It also acts to radically improve the performance and reach of your business. It is thought 

that companies that fail to appoint a dedicated leader of digital transformation (such as a Chief 

Digital Officer) may lose competitive advantage. Digital can reshape every aspect of the modern 

enterprise, from customer experience through to enhanced corporate control. Failing to be digitally 

capable will likely result in below-par performance.  

By definition, digital allows you to take some of the tasks that people are doing in an analog paper-

based way and automate them. The key issue here is how to embed this way of thinking in your 

organization and put it into practice. 

Shifting away from a legacy approach 

Shifting an organization from a legacy approach to new ways of working involves:  

 A change in leadership 

 Different thinking 

 The encouragement of innovation 

 New business models 

 Digitization of assets 

 Increased use of technology to improve the experience of your organization’s employees, 

customers, suppliers, partners, and stakeholders 

MIT Sloan’s nine elements of digital transformation 

MIT has come up with nine elements of digital transformation. These fall into three categories: 

transforming customer experience, transforming operational processes, and transforming business 

models.  

Transforming customer experience 

MIT breaks this category down into: 

 Customer understanding 

 Top-line growth 

 Customer touch points 

It’s very difficult to measure how long people are spending in a store or how many items they are 

looking at while there. When you have that customer touch point online, you can access a deeper 

level of understanding about your customers, which should help you create better products for them. 

This can then underpin top-line growth, so they’re all connected.  

Transforming operational processes 

MIT breaks this category down into: 

 Process digitization 

 Worker enablement 

 Performance management 
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Many businesses can benefit from process digitization. When you digitize processes, you enable 

workers to work in a different way, and you enable managers to gain valuable insights into how the 

business is performing and how they can makes things better.  

Transforming business models 

MIT breaks this category down into: 

 Digitally modified businesses 

 New digital businesses 

 Digital globalization 

With each of those concepts, we can see very clearly how the media is moving and transforming. 

Consider what the BBC and the New York Times are like today, versus what they were like 20 years 

ago. Then try to imagine what they’ll be like in 20 years from now.  

Importance of goal setting 

One of the most important things that you can do in any sort of transformation or change 

management program is to set goals early on. Goal setting provides the purpose for why the digital 

strategy is being set and informs what needs to be tracked, reported, and measured.  

SMART goals 

Make sure that your goals are specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, and time-based. Missing 

any one of these elements can mean that your goals slip, and that other executives in the firm don’t 

understand the goals or see how they benefit the business. This means you’re unlikely to get the 

long-standing support that’s going to be necessary for the success of your digital strategy.  

Changes to goals and KPIs 

Goals and KPIs are likely to shift and change, depending on: 

 The stage of the program 

 The changes in strategy to adapt to market challenges 

 The changes in strategy to adapt to shifts in the executive charter 

Management should reflect on whether the KPIs chosen continue to be relevant over time. Strategies 

and objectives develop over time, making it inappropriate to continue reporting on the same KPIs as 

in previous periods. Equally, more information may become available to management, facilitating the 

reporting of new KPIs that provide a deeper understanding of the business, or changing how an 

existing KPI is calculated. The choice of KPIs is not set in stone for all of time: but the reason for, and 

nature of, changes in KPIs and how they are measured and reported should be clearly explained.  
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Leading by example 

To be an effective digital leader, you need to lead by example. Leading by example is about knowing 

what best practice is, putting it into practice at your own organization, and then learning from that, so 

you’re able to innovate faster and leapfrog ahead.  

You can lead by example by:  

 Creating a complete social footprint 

 Creating (not just sharing) relevant content 

 Connecting with industry and client executives 

 Trying out new tactics  

 Sharing best practices  

The benefits of leading by example 

The benefits of leading by example are: 

 Becoming a thought-leader that people listen to  

 Participating in all the relevant conversations (groups, forums, discussions) 

 Following your customers’, partners’, and competitors’ activity in real time 

 Gathering valuable insights 

 Leveraging your network to source top talent 

 Creating your own case study for your team to follow 

Building an executive profile 

When leading by example, it’s important to establish an executive profile and presence on all relevant 

social media platforms. This involves: 

 Creating a fully-optimized profile 

 Building your network 

 Sharing relevant, curated content across platforms 

 Publishing self-written content 

Aids for non-technical leaders 

There are steps you can take to help yourself if you are a non-technical leader or are not overly 

familiar with technologies that support digital transformation. These include educating yourself, 

partnering with IT, and utilizing tools that are already out there.  

Educate yourself 

Educate yourself by reading leading industry publications, as well as personally using the emerging 

technologies. There are plenty of resources available to help you do this.  
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Partner with IT 

Partner with IT (or other technical peers) to ensure your strategy makes sense from a technical 

perspective and that you are selecting vendors that will help you enable your strategy internally. 

Utilize tools 

Understand what tools are available in the industry to not only help you execute your strategy 

successfully, but also save you time and resources (for example, through automation and 

streamlining of certain tasks, reports, and so on). 

Furthermore, there are online tools and articles that provide guidelines for managing and achieving 

digital transformation to help you: 

 Prove the need and make the case for transformation. 

 Benchmark current digital marketing capabilities. 

 Define the best structure for digital marketing activities and processes. 

 Define resourcing requirements. 

 Change processes to support digital integration. 

 Manage change for digital transformation. 

 Optimize performance across integrated channels. 

Identifying an executive sponsor 

Executive sponsors are people in different departments who might be able to help you with your 

digital transformation program. An effective executive sponsor is someone who: 

 Is respected internally and has influence within the organization  

 Understands the key goals and outcomes of the strategic approach for the business, and 

supports them 

 Has executive goals that align with the objectives of the approach  

 Understands the internal politics within the company  

 Has a personal investment and interest in digital transformation  

Role of an executive sponsor 

The role of an executive sponsor is to: 

 Champion digital transformation. If you don’t have company-wide support for your digital 

transformation project, people won’t buy into it and it’s unlikely to be successful. 

 Secure board approval and budget. You’re going to need a budget and board agreement 

that you can use resources that could be deployed elsewhere.  

 Facilitate internal decision-making. You need decisions to be made, so you can move 

forward.  

 Invite key stakeholders to the table. Key stakeholders need to understand how the digital 

transformation of the company is going to support their objectives and help them meet their 

needs, especially if they are being asked to contribute any sort of time or resource or budget 

to that initiative. 
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 Help to remove major roadblocks. When you help people understand the benefits of digital 

transformation, you help to remove major roadblocks to your program. Because when 

people don’t understand, they tend to retreat and say, “No. Things are just fine the way they 

are.”  

Securing executive sponsorship 

To secure executive sponsorship, it’s important to: 

 Understand the company’s priorities 

 Understand executives’ priorities and involve them as early as possible in the process 

 Understand the challenges 

 Understand this year’s charter and immediate priorities 

 Understand and speak the language of the people who are making the decisions 

Leveraging data to help gain executive support 

You can leverage data in order to gain executive support by using:  

 Quotes from experts. Quotes from experts may or may not be effective. It depends on who 

the experts are and what the industries are, and how receptive your potential sponsor will be 

to those people and to those words.  

 Industry data from respected sources. Industry data from respected sources can be very 

effective. Perhaps other people have done what you’re doing right now, or something similar, 

and you can demonstrate the impact of those actions on those companies.  

 Brand examples from the same industry. You can back that up your business case with 

brand examples, hopefully from within the same industry. If you’re a true innovator, and no 

one has done anything like this before, it’ll be a harder case for you to make. But then you’ll 

have a first mover advantage, and you can make that case, too.  

 Company’s own data. If it’s available, look at the company’s own data. Look at what worked 

well, and what didn’t, in the past.  

When meeting with executives, come prepared with data that they will accept. Don’t bring data or 

information that’s totally left field for them, where they might say, “This doesn’t apply to us,” or, “Well, 

that’s only for them.” You’ve got to know the people that you’re talking to, and you’ve got to know 

what their priorities are, and what’s going to resonate with them. If you come in with the right data, 

and with evidence to back up why you want to do whatever it is that you want to do, then you’re 

setting yourself up for success.  

Internal promotion to drive momentum 

Securing an executive sponsor is very important. But the executive sponsor not the only person who 

will be making decisions and determining whether or not your program is a success.  

It is your job to promote internally what you want to do and why you want to do it, and to tie those 

outcomes back to company’s goals. Digital transformation isn’t something that’s done by someone in 

a room on their own. It’s something that’s accepted by everybody; it’s something that is woven into 

the fabric of the company. Using internal promotion to drive that momentum is incredibly important. 

You can highlight and promote your program internally by: 
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 Continually acknowledging your executive sponsor’s support. Give credit where credit is 

due. Sometimes give credit where credit is not due.  

 Tying outcomes back to the company’s overarching goals. People have to understand 

that your digital transformation program is important to the company as a whole.  

 Reporting on business impact. When it comes to reporting on business impact, don’t just 

focus on your successes. Report on things that have happened that have been good, but 

also things that have happened that you could do better.   

 Communicating results internally through multiple channels. It’s important to 

communicate your results internally. There are lots of different ways to do that, depending on 

the culture in your organization, including: executive summaries and reports; newsletters; 

Intranet; updates in monthly meetings; town hall meetings; internal marketing events. 
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Digital strategy blueprint 

When it comes to your digital strategy blueprint, what elements are going to lead the development of 

your program and ensure it stays on track? These elements should include: 

 Objectives. Why are you doing this? Why is it important for this business?  

 Strategy of execution. How are you going to do this?  

 Dedicated resources. What kind of dedicated resources will you have at hand to keep 

things moving forward?  

 Clear internal communications. It’s important to have clear internal communications in order 

to get buy-in from people in terms of what you’re doing, why you’re doing it, and how it can 

help them achieve their own objectives.  

 Continuous learning and training. Continuous learning and training must be in your digital 

strategy blueprint in order for it to be successful.  

 Accountability and reporting. Who is accountable? Who are they reporting to? And what 

are the metrics that they’re reporting on?  

 Continuous optimization. How can you take those reports and use them as a way to get 

better, improve, and get insights into things that are working well and things that aren’t 

working so well?  

Implementing global digital strategy 

Crossing the chasm is about the focus required to get early-stage technology products across the 

deadly chasm from early adopters to mainstream customers.  

In most organizations, innovators and early adopters will ‘get’ your digital strategy from the start: they 

understand it’s a new way of doing things and they understand its value. The key issue with crossing 

the chasm is communicating that value to the people on the other side – the mainstream market. 

How is your strategy going to help them?  

That’s where your role as a digital leader comes in. You’re helping people understand, with evidence, 

that this is the right thing for them to do. To bring a digital strategy into the mainstream market, 

follow these steps: 

 Secure executive sponsorship 

 Identify change agents within your organization 

 Bridge the silos and establish strong partnerships 

 Implement robust infrastructure to support the strategy  

The four stages of organizational maturity 

The four stages of organizational maturity are: 

 Stage 1: Grassroots 
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 Stage 2: Rationalization 

 Stage 3: Operationalization 

 Stage 4: Widespread Adoption 

In Stage 1, the grassroots are those innovators, those early adopters who know that they want to do 

something. Maybe they want to do the same thing as you, maybe they want to do something a little 

bit different, but you might be able to get them aligned with your strategy if you talk to them and get 

them on-side.  

Stage 2 is about rationalization, and that goes back to having an evidence-based way of 

rationalizing, and selling the idea that: “This is what we want to do. This is why we want to do it. And 

this is going to be the impact on you.”  

Stage 3 of organizational maturity is Operationalization. What that really means is getting things up 

and running. There’s quite a big step from doing your original plan, getting the buy-in to be able to 

launch it, and then actually putting it into practice. And that’s what we really mean by that third stage.  

Stage 4 is Widespread Adoption. Often, there is an even bigger jump between Stages 3 and 4 than 

there is between Stages 2 and 3. Sometimes, if you’ve got a few supporters on-side, you can get 

things started. But getting widespread adoption can be far more difficult, and that’s when you might 

need to bring in some executive support.  

Let’s go into a little more detail about how you work with the grassroots stage of organizational 

maturity. We’ve broken this stage down into nine areas:  

 Analyze grassroots and find change agents. This involves analyzing what’s already there, 

analyzing those grassroots, those people, those programs, those things that are already in 

place and finding change agents. Are there people in your own department that are going to 

help you champion things, help you move things forward, have new creative ideas, or have 

done things before and have that experience to take things forward for you? Are they in 

other departments? Are there things that are already going on that you might want to amplify 

rather than starting something completely new?  

 Find your customer evangelists. If grassroots people are often in-house or internal-facing, 

then customer evangelists might be people who are more external-facing, but this isn’t 

always the case.  

 Increase your team’s skillset. This can be connected to you leading by example, increasing 

your own skillset, and positioning yourself as a thought leader, as someone who is teaching 

people things. Use the right tone – frame it as: “I’m helping you learn new things,” rather than, 

“I’m forcing you to do things in a new way, or do things my way.”  

 Establish central governance. There might be different structures or business units within 

your own company. It’s important to have some kind of central governance that knows 

what’s going on throughout the organization, so that you can have a vision and can capitalize 

on all the things that are going on; and also so you can learn from successes and failures, 

and report on those to the broader company.  

 Launch a pilot test. Nobody is advocating taking your three-year vision and trying to make it 

happen in Year 1, because that’s not going to be successful. But if you’re working at the 

grassroots stage, you will need to launch a pilot test. Involve your change agents and 

customer evangelists in your pilot test. Know what success should look like for your pilot, and 

how you are going to share this success.  
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 Share wins and best practice. Share wins and best practice throughout the company, so 

that people will take a look at the pilot and say, “That went really well. Maybe we should do 

more of that,” or, “That went well. It’s not applicable to me, but I can see how that makes 

sense for them.”  

 Identify basic KPIs. When it comes to sharing wins, what exactly is it that you’re going to 

share? “We ran a program, and this is what success means, or, this is not what success 

means?” You’ve got to really dig into those things that you want to share. Again, know your 

audience. What is going to resonate with them, so that they think, “This is something that we 

should do more broadly within the company.”  

 If you fail, fail quickly. Not everything goes well in pilots. That’s why we have pilots, and don’t 

launch things throughout the whole company immediately. So, if you fail, fail quickly. Don’t do 

an entire project and only evaluate it at the end. You have the ability to see how things are 

going along the way with most digital initiatives. That’s why it makes a lot of sense to set 

goals and KPIs upfront, and track them, so that you can see how things are going as the 

project progresses and change course if necessary.  

 Ask for advice from peers. Other people have great ideas, may have had similar 

experiences, and will have seen good things and bad things. These people may work in the 

same company as you, or in other companies. So get their feedback and take it on board, 

whether it’s positive or negative, and try to leverage it for your own project.  

The second stage of organizational maturity is ‘rationalization’. This stage can be broken into six 

areas: 

 Build a bigger business case based on the pilot. When you’re trying to win over executive 

support, it’s a good idea to use data. Data from a pilot test run in your own company can be 

very convincing. If the data is good, it should allow you to make a strong evidence-based 

case for why you want to roll-out your project to the rest of the company, what that might 

look like in practice, and what the ROI might be for the company. 

 Gradual transformation and integration. Just because you’ve had a successful pilot doesn’t 

necessarily mean you will want to roll your project out to all company divisions and units 

immediately. It might not be the right time for some areas of the company. It is part of your 

role as the digital leader to say, “Well, what is the next area that makes sense for this?” Go 

for the lower-hanging fruit, those areas where your strategy is most likely to be adopted and 

have an impact, and leave areas where it is likely to have less impact for later.  

 Partner cross-functionally. What will help partners achieve their business objectives? Keep 

this question in mind as you’re attempting to integrate your strategy, and as you’re 

considering the different areas of the business that might benefit from it.  

 Establish clear roles and responsibilities. When something is everybody’s responsibility, it’s 

often no one’s responsibility. So establish clear roles and responsibilities, hold people 

accountable, and empower them to do things that they might like to do. This is also part of 

building your team and finding the right people to take things forward for you.  

 Provide central infrastructure. Providing central infrastructure is about positioning yourself 

as the leader. It’s about people knowing where to go to ask questions, to understand what 

the plan is, to understand who is in charge of taking it forward, and who they can come to 

with their concerns.  Often when transformation programs fail, it’s because people feel 

something has been imposed on them by someone external - either external to the 

company or external to their team - and they don’t have a way to feedback those concerns 
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or to explain why something isn’t working for their department. People need to know you are 

in charge of things, so that they can come to you.  

 Keep trying new things. This is not about trying things willy-nilly, without any kind of 

evidence base. It’s about trying new things in a strategic way. It doesn’t have to be really 

onerous or completely data-driven. It could be as simple as providing that central 

infrastructure and giving employees a place to come to give feedback. 

Stage 3 of organizational maturity is the ‘operationalization’ stage. This is where things are up and 

running, people are on board, you’re starting to put your strategy into practice at the company. Some 

people might think that your battle is over, but it’s often just beginning. This stage can be broken into 

nine areas: 

 Focus your efforts. Do not get distracted by the next shiny object. 

 Create a solid content pipeline. You need to have a solid content pipeline, so that you are 

ready to push things at your audience. In order to do that, you need to know: who is your 

audience, what kind of content are they consuming, and how can you plan ahead to keep 

producing content that’s relevant? A good approach is to ask, “What are the messages that 

you would like to get across to the people who are consuming your content? What do you 

want to be known for? What do you want to be famous for?” And then distribute content 

throughout your content pipeline that helps to reinforce those messages.  

 Scale central infrastructure. Invest in the right tools.  

 Refine your metrics, tracking, and insights. Look at quantitative and qualitative metrics. Are 

people reading the emails, are people going to the links that are in the emails, and can you 

track this? What other metrics should you use? 

 Secure, manage, and grow your budget smartly. Are you putting your budget behind the 

things that people care about?  

 Scale the program across the company. This includes business units, geographies, and 

functions. 

 Shamelessly promote successes. 

 Report regularly and visibly. People will want to know how you’re doing. Use all the data you 

have access to, and show people what’s going well - and what changes you are going to 

make to improve areas that aren’t performing so well. 

 Recognize and celebrate employees. Create an advocacy program. 

Stage 4 of organizational maturity is the widespread adoption stage. Going from Stage 3, the 

operationalization stage, to widespread adoption can be really difficult. This stage can be broken into 

four areas: 

 Inclusion at strategy phase. It’s important to let other business units and departments 

within your organization know, at the strategy phase, what you’re doing. They may not want 

to be massively involved in your project, as they probably have their own priorities. But they 

are more likely to buy-in to your plans if they know what’s going on. People like to be 

included, even if you just give them a heads-up.  

 Easily replicated processes and standardized metrics. Make sure that the processes you 

have put in place are easily replicated, so people can pick things up and put them into 

practice without having to reinvent the wheel. Try to standardize metrics. 
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 Global adoption. A system that might work really for well for individual teams, or individual 

business units, can work better for the company if it’s globally adopted. For example, global 

adoption of a CRM system can help everyone manage customer relationships better. This 

can be tricky to put into practice, because it involves changing the way people work, and 

asking them to embrace digital tools and new ways of doing things. 

 Everyone’s job.  This is where digital transformation has become everybody’s job.  

Team-building qualities 

Building your digital team requires the following qualities: 

 Clear definition of roles and responsibilities 

 Full alignment of necessary skill-set to the digital transformation maturity phases  

 Real-time identification of the skill-set gaps based on pilot results and implementation of 

advanced strategies as the program grows 

 Benchmarking against industry practices and case studies 

 Partnering internally and tapping into matrix resources where necessary 

 Development of people’s skill-sets internally for functions where no external educational 

programs currently exist 

 Utilizing content created by industry partners and vendors to further advance internal 

education (social networks like Facebook / Twitter / LinkedIn, partner agencies, and so on) 

 Tapping into the knowledge of your industry peers 

Organizational structures 

It is important to create a Digital Center of Excellence (Digital CoE) and determine a robust approach 

to its organizational structure. 

A Digital CoE is a dedicated organizational structure for carrying out all digital initiatives, digital 

activities, and all the digital transformation-related projects across the entire organization. The 

presence of a Digital CoE helps an organization in accelerating their digital transformation. 

 Decentralized. No one department manages or coordinates; efforts bubble up from the 

edges of the company 

 Centralized. One department (like Corp Communications) manages all social activities 

 Hub and Spoke. A cross-functional team sits in a centralized position and helps various 

nodes, such as business units 

 Dandelion. This is similar to hub and spoke, but applicable to multinational companies where 

‘companies within companies’ act nearly autonomously from each other under a common 

brand 

 Holistic. Everyone in the company uses social media safely and consistently across all 

organizations 
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Creating a training program 

Training and development are essential components in the workplace, providing the organization 

with opportunities to expand the knowledge of their employees. In particular, training provides 

organizations with opportunities to: 

 Improve employee performance 

 Ensure consistency 

 Improve employee satisfaction 

 Address weaknesses 

Remember: people don’t like change. People like to work the way they’ve been working. As soon as 

you come in and try to change things, whether it’s digital or any other way, in the short-term it 

creates more work for people. Sometimes the things you think will improve employee performance 

end up having unintended consequences or cause unexpected obstacles. So it’s important to talk to 

people about those things if you’re creating a training program, and to get feedback.  

Resources needed to create training programs 

The resources needed to create a training program include:  

 Training manager. This role is definitely a must-have. But who you choose is completely up 

to you. Who is this person that’s going to coordinate the requirements of the training 

program? What kind of background should they have? Will you bring in an external person? 

Or is it going to be someone from the team that you train in a Train-the-Trainer sort of way?  

 Team members to lead and present the classes. You need to consider who you are 

offering this training to, and how. Are you going to specifically reach out to people and say, 

“Well, we’re starting to do something in your business unit. Do you want this kind of training?” 

Or are you going to say, “We’re having a session at lunch or we’re having a session this 

evening, whoever wants to come can come,” and see who comes to you. Again, there are 

lots of different ways to do this, and it’s up to you to say what’s going to be best for your 

business and for your culture.  

 Budget to cover externally bought classes and industry experts. Do you want to have a 

budget to cover external classes and a budget to cover industry experts? These are both 

things that can be really effective in helping to get a digital transformation program both off 

the ground and growing within a company. Using third-parties, whether it’s external classes 

or industry experts, is also a way of communicating to your team members that you’re not 

the only one who’s saying this. They probably know that already. But it’s a way of saying, 

“Well, this really is best practice”. And who doesn’t want to be a part of best practice?  

 Infrastructure and equipment to record classes and store them on the intranet. 

Something that may or may not be in place for you is infrastructure and equipment. This can 

include servers, software, or services.  

 Partners (such as IT, web team, creative team, video crew, and so on). What partners do 

you need to help you create your training program?  
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Considerations when delivering offline training 

What are some considerations when delivering offline training?  

 Provide clear demonstrations. Show people how to use the right tools and resources. Help 

set accounts up in real time. Let them know what good looks like.  

 Organize workshop or off-site days to teach digital transformation best practice. Ask 

yourself, who is most likely to benefit from this training? Who is going to want to come? Who 

might need to come, even if they don’t necessarily want to come? How can you create value 

for them? How can you make the training relevant?  

 Divide training days by level of technical competency. It doesn’t work particularly well if 

you take someone who is really active on social media, who is reaching out, maybe even 

generating new business through it, and team that person with someone who doesn’t see 

the value, who doesn’t want to engage, and who only sees it as a risk. So don’t put social 

savvy and technically incompetent people in the same group. 

 Establish a Train-the-Trainer program. Establishing a Train-the-Trainer program is usually 

very effective in organizations, but there’s a limit to how effective it can be. That’s because 

you will often reach out to people who are like you and who you already know. So you’re 

maybe preaching to the choir on these kinds of things. 

 Create a regular ‘Brown-Bag Lunch’ program. With this program, the team gets together 

and presents the latest and greatest strategies and tactics that worked most effectively.  

Considerations when delivering online training 

What are some considerations when delivering online training?  

 Make it short and informative. Keep it to the point. People don’t like to watch long videos.  

 Utilize easy-to-follow formats. Video and descriptive slides are ideal. For critical mandatory 

training, use interactive formats that engage the audience throughout. Don’t go into 

unnecessary detail. 

 Find an engaging and knowledgeable presenter. If your topic is about something very 

simple, say setting up a LinkedIn page, then you could deliver it yourself.  However, if it’s 

about something more detailed, say broader digital transformation, then you’re going to have 

to find somebody either within the company or an external expert who can speak about that 

subject with authority, so that people are willing to accept the message that they are hearing.  

 Design impactful test questions. Testing knowledge is a critical way of helping people to 

retain information. It’s also a useful way of keeping people engaged. Test questions inject a 

little interactivity into what can otherwise be a passive way of receiving information.  

 Refresh the training. Digital a fast-moving environment. Some aspects of your training will 

be basic and ‘evergreen’, but other aspects will need to be refreshed. It’s up to you how 

often you might want to do that.  

Important skills  

Develop thought leadership content 

An important skill to take into account when building your digital team is thought leadership. This 

includes acknowledging the following: 
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 Don’t sell anything, except ideas 

 Always give it away 

 Have a unique perspective 

 Focus on one thing at a time 

 Address a specific audience 

 Get involved 

 Admit what you don’t know 

 Make your audience feel smarter 

 Market thought leadership like a product 

 Hire thought leaders 

Case studies: leverage existing branded content 

You, as the digital leader, and everyone else on the team can talk about case studies. These could be 

case studies from within your own company, such as talking about the pilot that you’ve done or 

talking about something that someone else in another part of the company has done that you’d like 

to replicate. They could also be case studies from other companies within your industry or case 

studies from across industries that are relevant to you and your business.  

Product, service, offering: take a marketing-friendly approach 

At the end of the day, it’s great to be a thought leader. It’s great to have a vision. It’s great to talk 

about things that other people have done in case studies. But it’s got to be relevant to your business. 

If people at the Guardian or the BBC were only talking about thought leadership and case studies, 

but didn’t have people on the team to link them back to their product, their service, and their offering, 

they wouldn’t be the companies they are today, where digital is completely embedded as part of the 

business.  

Brand advertising and messaging: use content in the right way 

In terms of brand advertising and messaging, consider that The Guardian is not just a newspaper 

from England. The Guardian is a major source of online news globally. Always use content in the right 

way, at the right time, with the right audience – this involves understanding your customer, their 

behaviors, and their lifestyle. 

Sharing relevant content 

It’s important to teach employees how to share relevant content through: 

 Guidelines. These are your do’s and don’ts, your company policy on social media, and so on. 

Everyone needs to have guidelines about what is acceptable and what is not.  

 Global editorial calendars. These ensure everyone knows what's coming up to enable 

effective planning and execution.   

 Leadership boards. These encourage sharing, and provide a good outlet for recognizing 

and rewarding individual or team achievements.  

 Correct distribution tools. The correct tools for distribution on multiple networks would also 

allow access to a global calendar, and ensure scalability. 
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Partnering with other teams 

It’s important to partner with other teams (such as PR, demand generation, brand, analytics and 

insights, and so on) to identify industry insights, commonly asked customer questions, the best 

content, and so on. 

In order to successfully partner with other teams within an organization, it is important that the 

organization fosters a culture rich in collaboration. 

Motivating your employees 

Key ways to motivate your team include: 

 Gamification and recognition mechanisms 

 Incentivization 

 Scoreboards 

 Leaderboards 

 Competitions 

 Regular communications 

Building internal support 

There are some critical things that you have to do in order to secure internal support for your 

programs, from either your fellow marketers or from other people within the company. You need to 

help people understand each of the following: 

 How digital transformation will help them achieve their own goals 

 How digital transformation will benefit the entire team 

 How they can easily get started  

 The type of support they will receive from your team (training, framework, materials, tools, 

relevant content, best practices, and so on) 

 How their success will be measured globally 

Effect of employee advocacy on digital transformation 

Employee advocacy is the promotion of an organization by its staff members. An employee advocate 

is someone who: 

 Generates positive exposure and raises awareness for a brand through digital media or 

offline channels 

 Recommends a company’s products or services to a friend or family member 

 Represents the best interests of the company both internally and externally 

 Can help build employee ownership of the organization 

 Is an expert on your product or service and can be a credible spokesperson for your 

company 

 Employee advocacy is critical to a global digital transformation, as it can provide customers with real 

and meaningful interactions with employees. Furthermore, a digital transformation is far more likely to 
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be successful if employees are on board and have a personal interest in promoting the use and 

benefits of a digital transformation.  

Embedding digital transformation into the fabric of your company  

Let’s take a closer look at some of the elements of digital transformation, and how you can embed 

them into the fabric of your company:  

 Educating and partnering with key stakeholders. This can be a vital way to get a wide 

range of stakeholders on board. First of all, identify those key stakeholders. How should you 

educate them? What should you be telling them? How can you partner with them? Why 

should they dedicate time and resources to your program?  

 Widely communicating results throughout the company. This enables others to see the 

progress and then want to get on board. But how exactly will you communicate those 

results? You could use a company newsletter. You could just talk to people ahead of team 

meetings. However you do it, people need to feel that digital transformation is part of what 

they’re doing and not something that’s been imposed on them from above.  

 Ensuring that digital strategy is considered a critical part of the strategic planning 

process from the beginning. This enables the organization to incorporate it across the 

entire planning process.   

 Securing a variety of executive supporters across the organization by making it 

personally beneficial for them. Answering the ‘what’s in it for them?’ question is vitally 

important.  

 Creating a company-wide employee advocacy program. This helps everyone get behind 

the idea. People – even long-serving employees who are 100% committed to the company – 

can be wary of fads, if they don’t really see the value of them. If you can win them over 

through evidence-based decision making, they could become your strongest supporters.  
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Importance of measuring results 

Monitoring and measuring the results of your digital strategies can provide you with insights on: 

 What is working 

 What isn’t working 

 Where you can improve 

 Whether you successfully engage your target audience 

 Whether you have improved from one time period to the next 

 Which areas of your strategy you need to focus attention on 

The first step is mapping your marketing plan. What exactly is it that you are going to do? Once you 

have that map, you can add metrics to it, to help show how you’re doing on your journey. Then you 

can create composite metrics and determine the business impact of your plan. This data allows you 

to review and repeat what it is that you are doing. Do you need to refine your map? Do you need to 

add other metrics to the map? Are there some metrics that are not helpful that you could remove? 

Which KPIs to use 

KPIs that can be used to measure the success of digital strategies can include (but are not limited 

to): 

 Growth of your digital and social communities 

 Engagement with and around your brand 

 Positive sentiment amplified   

 Increase in qualified leads from social 

 Percentage market share 

 New customer acquisition rates 

 Effectiveness of paid media campaigns across channels and communities 

 Reach and impressions 

 Average revenue per channel 

 SLAs for: response rate / speed / accuracy (for social care) 

 Marketing cost per advocate 

 Average order per customer or subscriber 

 Net Promote Score (NPS) 

 Website visits 

 Positive or negative product or service reviews 

Vanity versus quality metrics  

 Vanity metrics only touch on the surface of some quantitative elements, such as number of 

fans, social media ‘likes’, followers, subscribers, conversations, and so on. They don’t really 

provide you with any actionable outputs. So they don’t give you information on whether you 

are achieving what you wanted to achieve, or how you could change that situation.   

 Quality metrics highlight the potential business impact a little bit more, such as conversion 

rate, customer acquisition percentage, increase in qualified leads from digital channels, 

response SLA, and so on. These metrics are more appropriate to your business and 
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channels, and actually do provide actionable outputs, allowing you make more informed 

decisions.  

Adjusting strategy according to insights 

Know how to improve the effectiveness of your digital initiatives by gathering meaningful insights and 

adjusting your strategy in real time.  

To achieve this, you will need to not only look at industry benchmarks, but at your own company 

data, such as increases or decreases in: 

 Sentiment 

 Customers retained 

 Customers acquired 

 Customer engagement with your brand and with your content (comments, shares, and so 

on) 

 Click-throughs 

 Visit abandonment or unsubscribes 

 Average order 

 In-store traffic and/or coupon redemption driven by social or digital 

 Customer service requests 

 Time to case resolution 

 Potential crises averted 

 Legal licensing fees 

 Spend and team/execution efficiencies 

Crafting impactful reports 

Once you have information about how things are going for you, information about your KPIs, your 

metrics - and not just what the numbers are but what they mean, and what you’re going to do 

differently because of those numbers - once you have that information, you’re well positioned to 

report back to executives.  

You can craft impactful reports for executives and management by considering the following:  

 Right distribution list. Getting the right distribution list is key to ensuring that the people who 

should know, do know.  

 Key KPIs. Make sure that you have relevant KPIs for each management team, focusing on 

what they care about, because each management team might care about different things.  

 Frequency of reports. The frequency of reports depends on organizational requirements. 

How much is too much? How much is too little? That’s going to depend on how big your 

company is and your company culture. To find the correct frequency, ask yourself questions, 

such as: How much interaction do you have with those executives that you are reporting to? 

Do executives only want to hear from you when something is a success? Do they want you 

to sort out problems on your own? Do they want to be involved along the whole project 

journey?  

 Best reporting format. Again, this depends on the company culture, but usually the best 

reporting format is one that all stakeholders are used to, that is easily understood, and that 

reinforces the value to the company.  
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 Key venues to present your results. Select the most appropriate places to present your 

results and ongoing findings or wins. This could be executive staff meetings, town halls, all-

hands meetings, and so on.  

 Continual feedback loop. Try to have a continual feedback loop where you highlight key 

learnings and insights. This isn’t just about sending out reports that people may or may not 

read, but making sure that you hear back from people about what they think. This requires 

constant communication. 

The benefits of social channels 

When you are reporting to executives, you will want to focus on the benefits of social channels to the 

business: 

 Company seen as progressive. Consumers get their information in different ways. If you’re 

not in digital, you’re not listening to many consumers and they’re not hearing you. Using 

social channels effectively helps people see you as progressive, as an organization that’s 

keeping up with future trends and is not being left behind.  

 Builds awareness of the company and the vision. Social channels help to build awareness 

of the company and its vision. People, especially in communications teams, are always 

thinking about ways of doing this. So if they’re not already on board with your strategy, or if 

you’re not already part of the communications team, they are great people to reach out to, 

especially if they’re linked in closely with the executive leadership.  

 Creates thought leadership. Executive leaders are sometimes wary of thought leadership. 

They may think that creating thought leadership opportunities takes a lot of time that they 

don’t have. You can help them understand the benefits of thought leadership to the 

company, and that thought leadership doesn’t need to be in the form of a CEO blog or 

similar. It can be something that everyone in the company is empowered to do through what 

they’re sharing on social channels, through what they’re talking about, and how they’re 

engaging with things.  

 Generates incremental value opportunities. Digital transformation is not something that we 

do to simply spend money or to churn resources. It’s something that’s going to generate 

value for the business in one way or another. There certainly have been instances in the past 

where a social media campaign, either positive or negative, has had a direct impact on the 

share price of a company. And there might be other benefits of social channels that have 

longer term impacts on value opportunities.  

Establishing an executive digital footprint 

The three steps to establishing an executive digital footprint are: 

 Take part and take control. Don’t avoid social channels. You need to be there. You need to 

create an effective executive profile, control your privacy and confidentiality, and efficiently 

connect with the people that matter.  

 Demonstrate leadership. As a digital leader, it’s important to demonstrate leadership and to 

lead by example. Show that your company is innovative through its socially engaged leaders. 

Offer an authentic human face to your company. Be a voice for your industry. And be the first 

stop for press to reach out to if there is a brand crisis. 
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 Gain distinctive industry insights. You can gain distinctive industry insights by being online. 

It helps you to stay on top of the leading ideas in your industry, find the best talent available 

worldwide, and keep tabs on the competition and potential acquisitions.   
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